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Hospital System Lowers IT Costs 
After Epic Migration
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A large hospital system was migrating to the EPIC software product suite and as part of 
that migration, recognized a need to initiate an Application Decommissioning program. As 
part of the establishment of this program initiative, the hospital contracted with OpenText’s 
Enterprise Content Division to assist them in retiring two applications – an HR system and a 
patient information management application. The consulting team in turn elected to use the 
Application Decommissioning for InfoArchive solution from Flatirons. 

A Flatirons Case Study

InfoArchive

InfoArchive was selected as the application decommissioning framework for these legacy systems 

due to its low total cost of ownership and ability to retire a wide variety of applications. Our solution 

leverages the power and ease of use of the InfoArchive platform and adds several pieces of 

functionality that focus on the specific needs of application decommissioning.

The solution supports integration with a number of ETL (Extract-Transform-Load) tools; for this 

engagement we used IBM’s DataStage product to extract information from an Adabase database 

running on zOS and a SQL Server database running on Windows Server 2008. In both ETL 

configurations, we used out of the box capabilities of DataStage and augmented these functions with 

custom transforms to generate XML. This allowed for easy storage of the data in InfoArchive using a 

vendor neutral and future-proof format, as well as the ability to query and transform the data into 

reports that were similar and in many cases identical to the original systems.

The entire project was completed within a five-month timeframe.
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Project Overview

Goals and objectives
The project had three primary objectives: reduce cost, allow easy retrieval of information, and satisfy 

search and reporting functions driven by business and regulatory requirements.

Reduce Cost by Eliminating Legacy Hardware and Software
The original applications required significant time and money to support and maintain. As part of the 

move to the Epic EMR system, the hospital was aggressively looking to lower the TCO for maintaining 

access to legacy data. New systems were in place to provide HR and patient management services 

but these systems were not able to support access to legacy data. The hospital has business and 

regulatory requirements that mandated the ability to do search and reporting on legacy data but the 

new applications could not provide this capability. By using the InfoArchive solution, our customer saved 

significant licensing costs by eliminating the use of legacy systems and consolidated the provisioning of 

access to legacy data to a single solution framework.

Make Retrieval of Data Easy
Using the InfoArchive solution, retrieval of the complex data became just a matter of entering a 

few search criteria and clicking a button. The data is now displayed in multiple grids with drill down 

capabilities for more detailed and specific information about the retrieved items.

Reproduce Reports Exactly as Previously Created
The original reports in both applications allowed search and retrieval and display in multiple page 

layouts.  Leveraging the xQuery, xProc, XSLT and XSL-FO technologies inherent in InfoArchive, the 

solution reproduces reports to exact layout specifications. The organization can subsequently send 

out the reports to internal hospital staff and regulatory agencies with confidence that they match the 

originals produced by the retired application.

Technology
The hospital system selected the InfoArchive solution to store and retrieve their legacy data. Flatirons 

configured the solution to integrate with other existing customer IT infrastructure components such 

as ETL (DataStage), LDAP (authentication and authorization) and virtualization (VMWare). Key 

technologies used in the solution are listed below:

Dell EMC xDB and DDS
xDB and DDS are the two core technologies at the heart of the InfoArchive solution. xDB, which is 

embedded in InfoArchive, provides a scalable, lightweight storage mechanism for both XML and 

non-XML content. It is used at thousands of customer sites, has a low TCO and requires very little 

administrative maintenance. It provides a variety of APIs for access into its core services, including 

command line 

Project completion time: 5 months!
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scripting, Java APIs, web services, GWT services and a JSP tag library. The database server is 

extremely scalable, stateless and designed from the ground up to be a lightweight persistent store 

that can be embedded in custom solutions such as the InfoArchive solution. DDS is a set of GWT based 

services that provide a simple, easy to use, Web 2.0 style interface and is highly configurable to provide 

for the rapid development of customer user interfaces. The customization of DDS is highly leveraged 

by the InfoArchive solution, allowing us to very quickly build custom UIs that facilitate the replication of 

user search and reporting from legacy applications into the application decommissioning framework. 

This replication of the legacy UI experience speeds adoption of the application decommissioning 

framework by the end user community.

Active Directory
Microsoft Active Directory is used by the customer to provide a homogenous authentication 

and authorization model across disparate solutions within the organization. Part of the TCO 

value proposition of InfoArchive is its ability to seamlessly integrate into a customer’s existing IT 

infrastructure. The solution was configured to use the customer’s Active Directory configuration using 

MD5-Digest authentication, thereby allowing for centralized management of authentication and 

authorization for this retired solution as well as several dozen other applications that will be retired over 

the next two years.

IBM Datastage
The customer has an existing investment in IBM DataStage and wished to leverage this investment 

and knowledge to provide an ETL capability as part of the Application decommissioning program. The 

solution provides well defined shearing layers in the architecture and integration points that allowed us 

to leverage the customer’s DataStage investment. This is a key point of the solution – it is architected 

from the ground up as a system integration architecture, recognizing that one of the ways we minimize 

the TCO for the customer is to leverage existing IT investments wherever possible.

xProc
xProc is a W3C standard that defines a pipelining mechanism for facilitating the manipulation of XML 

data streams. The InfoArchive solution ships with the Calumet xProc engine. The InfoArchive solution 

also adds a set of JUnit test harnesses and a standard design pattern for building xProc pipelines.  

These make it very easy to incrementally add new processing requirement for specific customer 

engagements. In this particular engagement, the legacy patient management application provided 

a patient medical record that was a summation of data in several disjoint formats – RTF, HTML and 

untagged ASCII. Using the flexibility of the xProc architecture, we wrote a custom xProc plug-in that 

serialized RTF, HTML and ASCII to a canonical HTML format that in turn could be displayed as HTML in 

a web browser or rendered to PDF for printing or distribution by email.

XSL-FO
XSL-FO is a transformation language used to output XML for processing into PDF documents.

The solutions integrates seamlessly
into existing Active DirectoryAD 
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Custom XForms
The Application Decommissioning for InfoArchive solution automatically generates xForms for simple 

form based searching of XML libraries stored in xDB. As part of this engagement, the Flatirons team 

extended these xForms to implement business logic. These xForms are then delivered to the end user 

at run time using Formula, a client side, native Javascript xForm run time engine. The custom xForms 

provide client-side validation on user search requests to improve the usability and scalability of the 

overall system.

Challenges
During the implementation of the project there were a number of challenges including large amounts of 

data, scaling of the infrastructure, resolving heterogeneous data processing in the composition pipeline, 

collaborative development in the DDS system and the need for custom user interface (UI) extensions.

Database Size
The size of the two databases being decommissioned was over 2.4 terabytes of XML.  This posed a 

challenge in the ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) process because we only wanted to have to do this 

time consuming process once.  While there was a need for the development environment to have small 

samples of data to create the initial queries and screen layouts, the test environment needed to have 

full database files.  Due to this requirement, we loaded data into the test environment and moved the 

databases to the production systems. Working with the xDB engineering team we also identified some 

product enhancements that will improve the ability to ETL and load large amount of data into xDB 

databases.

Scaling
The scaling of the hardware tiers for the decommissioned applications was another issue that needed 

to be resolved. The Proof of Concept (POC) and sample applications were all created on a single 

machine where the memory, CPU, and I/O were all contained and it was difficult to determine what 

tier would incur scaling issues during production processing. After the build out of the final deployment 

architecture was done including an application tier and a database tier, we discovered that the 

scaling of the tiers required changes that were not expected. The xDB page server, while needing 

large amounts of disk space for the data files, did not require significant memory except during the 

initial loads and indexing because of it being extremely simple, stateless, and scalable. Conversely, 

the application server tier turned out to be where all the heavy processing of the xQueries and index 

evaluation occurred and required large amounts of memory and CPU but not disk space. This type 

of real world experience is invaluable for developing design patterns for enterprise level archiving 

and application decommissioning and we have incorporated these experiences into our deployment 

architecture patterns for subsequent InfoArchive deployments.

Heterogeneous Data Processing 
One of the applications was originally hosted in zOS, which uses IBM’s EBCDIC code page 37 character

Number of terabytes of data archived to 
InfoArchive database 2.4
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set for encoding of data. To provide a future proof, vendor neutral representation of the data, we 

transformed this data into XML using a UTF-8 character encoding. EBCDIC is a single byte encoding 

scheme that uses different code page definitions to allow a wide variety of character code points to be 

encoded in a single byte. UTF-8 is a multi-byte encoding format that uses a single encoding scheme to 

support an extremely wide range of character code points. In addition to this encoding consideration, 

the application data encoded particular columns in a variety of formats because the data originated 

from disjoint systems: base64 encoding of binary data, RTF data, HTML data and untagged text data. 

The composition pipeline had to account for all of these encoding complexities to produce a seamless 

patient medical record for viewing in a browser and composition to PDF.

Collaborative Development
The Application Decommissioning for InfoArchive solution uses a DDS framework that is very 

configuration-oriented and is driven by XML files that allows for UI changes and xQueries to be directly 

embedded in the XML configuration files.  This provides for extremely agile and rapid development 

of applications and is excellent for smaller applications. However, with a large application with 

multiple search windows querying against multiple database tables, the developers had a difficult 

time merging changes to the code committed by the other developers.  Even with the best software 

configuration tools like Subversion (SVN), the conflicts of changes were sometimes very difficult to 

merge manually.  We took the approach of modularizing the configuration files and pulling query logic 

out of configuration files and putting this logic into query modules to be stored separately in xDB. Using 

this model there is only a few lines to be changed in the configuration files. This enabled more than ten 

developers (working both on and offshore across 12 time zones) to make changes to the application 

without conflicts.

Custom User Interface (UI) Extensions
The hospital leveraged recent enhancements we have made to our UI framework to account for 

display of private information as well as enforcing business rules in the searching of the data.  These 

enhancements provided features in the following areas:

 � Role based masking of PHI values

 � Last four digits of social security number

 � Medical Record Number (MRN)

 � Phone number

 � Browser based validation of search criteria

 � No empty searches

 � Type validation

 � Custom xForm replacement during the build of application 

 � Dynamic result set display

 � Dynamic error message display
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Conclusion
Over the course of five months, the InfoArchive solution was used to decommission both a patient 

medical record application and a hospital HR system as pilot projects for a longer term application 

decommissioning program. The solution delivered robust results that exceeded the goals of the 

organization and in some areas provided features that exceeded that of the original applications.

About Application Decommissioning for InfoArchive
Over 70% of an organization’s IT budget is often spent to maintain outdated legacy applications 

whose data must be kept but which are no longer being actively updated. InfoArchive is the leading 

solution to enable shutdown of these applications without compromising legal, compliance or 

reporting requirements. Using the InfoArchive platform, data from outdated applications is migrated 

to an XML repository which provides data access and reporting while rigorously following security, 

privacy, and retention rules. Meanwhile, the legacy applications are retired, resulting in significant 

savings in related hardware and software maintenance costs – and payback of project costs often 

within 12 months or less.
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About Flatirons Digital Innovations, Inc.,

Flatirons Digital Innovations, Inc., or Flatirons (www.fdiinc.com), builds a more 

educated and informed society by enabling transparent and accessible digital 

information. It does this by facilitating timely, accurate, and informed conversations 

between organizations and their customers that help solve complex content- and 

data-driven challenges at the heart of business operations. Flatirons specializes in 

enterprise content services through technology assessments, solution blueprints, 

and implementation, integration and support for projects ranging from Application 

Decommissioning and Data Archiving, to Document Capture, Revenue Lifecycle 

Management and more. Flatirons is based in Boulder, Colorado.


